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If you&#39;re happy and you know it, beep along!Â Â With this new take on the classic sing-along

song, kids can interact with their favorite Little Blue Truck and beep his horn while they visit with all

his farm animal friends. Colorful illustrations, bouncy rhyme, and a cuddly truck with built-in

squeaker make this a perfect interactive choice for play time and story time.Â Â 
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Little Blue Truck is my 16 month old's absolute favorite book, so as soon as I learned of this book I

put in a preorder for it and have been anxiously awaiting it for months. I don't think I had

unreasonable expectations... I was expecting a book similar in quality to the original Little Blue

Truck book and this one is unfortunately lacking in so many areas:-The plush is cheap. Cheap

cheap cheap. I've attached a photo so you can see the craftsmanship that went into sewing the

parts of this plush together. The wheels stick out sideways, the front bumper is off-center and sits

crooked, the headlights don't line up... it's a plush, I get it. But I've seen better quality carnival

prizes. Sorry.-"I beep!" Okay, you beep in dog-toy-squeaker style but your squeaker is set so far

back into the plush that it requires way too much force to get any sound out of the truck. My son

cannot squeak this book. I barely can.-There are only eight pages. In all fairness this was disclosed

in the product listing but it's still a bit of a disappointment. The book reads from start to finish in

roughly two minutes. We might be able to stretch that out longer if we could get the truck to beep



without having to almost punch it.-The pages, although the same thickness as the original Little Blue

Truck book, are not nearly as durable. My son has put that book through its paces over the last

several months and it is still going strong. It looks loved, but is readable. I sat down with my son to

read this book and within seconds he grabbed a page to turn it and bent it in half. The fact that

there's a huge cutout in the middle of the book does nothing good for its structural integrity and this

should have been considered when designing a book for this age group.
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